
Have you checked your 
wiper blades recently?

Enjoy safe driving with a clear vision!

Useful tips on wiper blades

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

Wipers are actually not wiping off the water drops, but creating a thin even film of 
water to prevent refraction on the surface of the windscreen. The structure and 
mechanism itself has not changed much since it was invented over a hundred years 
ago, but it requires exquisite designing to secure clear vision from inside the car. Take 
a look at the wipers and you will realize that they are made in detail. Suzuki genuine 
wipers are designed specifically for each model so it will fit your Suzuki perfectly. Be 
sure to change your wiper blades regularly to maintain optimal visibility.
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It's the rainy
season again!

When the wipers wear out, they are unable to wipe 

away the water and dirt sufficiently, which causes 

low visibility on rainy days.
Look! The 
windscreen is all 
clean and shiny!

Now, even 
rainy days are 
fun to drive!

I can't see 
outside very 
well…



Used New

Purpose and Function
Wipers remove raindrops and debris from 
the windscreen on rainy days, and play a 
very important role in keeping your vision 
clear. Damaged or deteriorated wipers 
cannot clean your windscreen effectively, 
so it is very dangerous to drive your car. Be 
sure to change your wiper blades regularly 
to maintain optimal visibility.   

Periodical checkup and replacement will maintain comfortable driving!

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!
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Streaks
Uneven wiping
Haze formation 
Smearing
Chattering noise

•
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Sufficient wipe cleaning
Clear vision 

If overused without replacement… If replaced to new ones

Replacement guideline

Interval

When you notice any symptoms of deterioration

The wipers judder when wiping Leaves a watery film

Streaks left on the windscreen Uneven wiping

Wiper blade replacement recommendations


